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Neutron Stars have Vorties
Superuid Vorties� the star's rotation j
j � 10 rad/s fores the reationof vorties in the diretion of 
� irulation is quantized �0 = 2�~m� form an array, n � 1010 m�2
Superonduting Vorties� the star's magneti �eld jBj � 1012 G fores thereation of vorties in the diretion of B� magneti ux is quantized �0 = 2�~q� type-I form domains,type-II form an array, n � 1016 m�2 2



Types of Superondutivity
Type-I Type-II

Landau-Ginzburg parameter indiates type-II if� = �� > 1p2where � is the penetration depth and � is the oherenelength. 3



Vorties and Preession
Observations indiate that a neutron star preessesat ! � 10 rad/year.

1. The vorties don't pass through eah other- preession is too quik ! � 10 rad/s2. The vorties do pass through eah other- highly disspative, the star stops spinning 4



Conit!
We must onlude that either1. proton and neutron ondensates do not oexist� unlikely from what we know about ondensationon Earth2. proton superondutor is type-I� presene of type-I resolves onit2� neutron star parameters indiate type-II

� = �� � 80 fm30 fm � 2:6

2A. Sedrakian, Phys. Rev. D 71, 083003 (2005) 5
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Currents along Vorties
Topologial urrents3 an exist in neutron stars.

j = qp�2 �m22�2 �where q is the harge, � is the hemial potential, mis the partile mass and � is the magneti ux.
Togologial urrent only requires- Dira fermions- a topologial defet- a magneti ux- parity symmetry must be broken � = �L��R 6= 0

An eletromagneti urrent runs along vortiesin neutron stars.3M. Metlitski and A. Zhitnitsky, Phys. Rev. D 72, 045011 (2005) 7



How to get type-I superondutivity
Change the interation between vorties by addinga urrent.

Attrat if j > ~2q� is satis�ed.
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Conlusions
� Preession implies a type-I superondutivity mustexist in a neutron star.� Currents are likely to exist in neutron star vorties.� Currents in vorties an make a superondutortype-I even when it looks like it should be type-II.

Currents in vorties an resolve theontradition between preession and thevortex struture of a neutron star.
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Consequenes
1. Toroidal magneti �eld� Observational and theoretial evidene that oneis neessary.2. Neutron star kiks� Current would be expelled from the star at thesurfae.
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